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1 Introduction 
Event log, as a fundamental system utility, plays a significantly important role in monitoring the 
system operation status. A good usage of the event log utility in software development will not 
only allow the easiness in debugging problems in the development stages but also most 
importantly makes it possible to capture and  identify any potential field problems. For carrier 
class equipment that needs to support tens of thousands of service instances dynamically 
changing from time to time under various conditions this is especially true, as identifying a 
problem itself is already not less than finding a needle in a haystack, not even mention finding out 
the reasons. With appropriate event log that records the event sequence, state transition and 
message exchange of a given service instance across all involved system components, it then 
becomes easier or at least possible to capture and identify the problems. 
 
Abusive usage of event log, on the other hand, will drag down the system performance. It is 
therefore necessary to define and implement some stringent rules on how to use the event log 
utility and what should be logged. 
 
First of all, the most important requirement to the logged information from a network operator or 
field engineer point of view is the correlation amongst all events associated with the same service 
instance that is under the tracing. For example, if a field engineer wants to trace an ill behaved 
call, what he/she really need is to be able to correlate all logged information associated with the 
same call from different components together to outline the overall picture of the handling path 
within the system. 
 
Secondly, for users being able to easily read and understand the event log from different 
components, it is also important to have the format consistency amongst all logged information 
from different components. 
 
As the third requirement, event log shall be able to provide sufficient information about the event 
to be logged meaning that all key information, parameters, values shall be logged. 
 
The forth requirement is to maintain the briefness and simplicity in event log. This is not only for 
system performance consideration, but also for the easy interpretation of the logged information. 
 
The next important requirement is that different event log levels shall be stringently used to log 
different levels of event details. Having a good discipline on this usage, it will allow the gradual 
revealing of the tracing details without unnecessary overhaul. 
 
Always, system performance should be kept in mind as it is clear that all good tools are for the 
goals but not the other way around. Be careful of using time/bandwidth consuming logging 
methods such as long strings.  
  
In summary, it is highly desired to follow the following key points in using event log utilities in 
software development. 

1. maintain easy understandable inter event correlation 
2. use consistent and uniformed event log format 
3. provide leveled log details 
4. be sufficient in providing all key information in event log 
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5. maintain the briefness and simplicity as much as possible 
6. be considerate of the system performance 

 
In the following sections, all these requirements will be addressed in details. 

2 Guidelines on maintaining inter event correlation 
Maintaining the inter event correlation is for easy correlating all events associated with a specific 
service instance, such as a call, together to provide a global overview of it. Within this global 
picture, what we want to see are how was the service instance handled within the system, how did 
it behave and interact with external peers, all the significant event triggers and state transitions 
process during the lifetime of the it etc. 
 
For achieve this, a unique ID of the service instance is necessary, and such a unique ID is 
normally available. In the SIP call case, for example, the call ID (namely the external call ID) is 
such a unique key that is used by the two SIP signaling entity peers to identify the same call. 
Within a switching system, the handling of the call may or may not across multiple functional 
components and in which ever cases an internal control context block ID (namely the internal call 
ID) may be more efficient and convenient to use. These two types of call IDs are typically the key 
information that should show up in the call related event log for correlation purposes. For the 
cases that multiple components are involved, the internal call ID shall also be globally unique for 
the call within the system. If such a global uniqueness can not be achieved, all component 
specific indexes associated with the same call shall be put into log, and there shall be some way 
to show all the mapping relationships. 
 
In summary, the followings are the guideline for establishing inter-event correlations: 

1. All event logs associated with the same service instance shall contain the external or 
internal unique key(s) to indicating the ownership of them. 

2. If different keys (e.g. external and internal) are used, there should be an event log showing 
the mapping relationship between different keys. 

3. For all external activities related logs (e.g. messages transmitted/received to/from external 
peers), external call ID type of unique key shall be used. 

4. For all internal handling, such as event triggers, state transitions, error reporting, key 
handling milestones, etc., the use of the keys in event log shall follow below priority 
orders 

a. External call ID type of unique key if it is available and easy/cost-efficient to 
acquire. 

b. Global unique internal call ID types of unique key if it is available. 
c. Per component specific unique key is neither of above two is available. 

5. the presentation of the keys shall be of the same format. 
   

3 Guidelines on event log format consistency 
Format is not essential to the information to be conveyed by the event log. However, better 
formatted event logs help people a lot in viewing, understanding, tracing and analyzing the 
logged information. For both internal development and external field problem identifying, better 
formatted event logs will definitely a significant plus. 
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Well formatting event logs is actually simply sorting the information to be logged according to 
some pre-defined rules. As will be discussed in the next section, an event log must convey all the 
necessary key information for indicating the source, nature and behavior of the issuing 
component at that time instance. All the key information to be logged can be classified into the 
following categories: 

1. Information that is globally common to all events to be logged, such as component 
location information (slot ID, CPU ID etc.), component ID, log category, log severity 
level etc. 

2. Information that is common to a specific component, such as component specific event 
category, unique instance IDs used for event correlation etc. 

3. Per event specific information. 
 
Having the above classification, it is the sample and easy to define the event log formatting rules 
as follows: 

1. All globally common information shall be put in the front part of the logged information 
in a fixed order, e.g.  

 
[date time] [log severity] [log category] [slot ID] [CPU ID] [Component ID] 
 

2. Next to the global common fields, component specific common information shall follow, 
also in a fixed order, e.g.  
 
[component specific event category] [unique instance ID] [other common info.] 
 

3. The reset part following the component specific common information shall be the per 
event specific information. 

 
[per event specific information] 

4 Guidelines on providing leveled details in event log 
Detailed event log is definitely more helpful than a brief one in understanding what happened in a 
system. However, too many details will hurt the system performance. In order to obtain as much 
details as possible only when necessary and not to dump too much unnecessary information 
during normal system operation, using different log levels and giving different information details 
at different log levels is a commonly accepted solution. 
 
As already implemented in most switching systems, we have the following log levels defined: 
FATAL, WARN, NOTIOCE, INFO, DEBUG and TRACE. The general guidelines of using these 
levels are 

1. FATAL level shall only be used to log the events that have blocking or significant critical 
system functionality impacting conditions. Examples of such conditions are non-
recoverable errors, functionality blocking issues etc. 

2. WARN level shall be used to log all conditions such as recoverable minor errors that do 
not have significant impact on the system functionalities, abnormal/unexpected issues 
occurred during the process, issues that could potentially cause system performance 
degradation, system resource over usage issues etc. 

3. NOTIOCE level shall be used to log all important events (error or normal) that need to be 
brought to network operator’s attention. 
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4. INFO level shall be used to log the major handling milestones events of any system 
functionalities. From this level of log, we should be able to outline the brief handling path 
and relevant events of any system functionalities. 

5. DEBUG level shall be used to provide additional details that are important to describe the 
in-system handling logic but not qualified to be logged at the INFO level. With such 
additions, more information can be retrieved when INFO level of log can not help much 
on identifying the problem. 

6. TRACE level is defined more for development time debug usage. It can also be used to 
help retrieving extra information beyond all other levels in any field debugging process. 
Therefore, all information that is helpful in debugging problems can be logged at this 
level. However, the runtime usage of this log level shall be restricted to only the cases that 
is absolutely necessary, as the performance impact can be significant when turning on this 
log level. 

 
As for the content details at different log levels, the brief guidelines are: 

1. A general guideline is the LESS severe the log level is, the MORE details the log should 
be.  

2. FATAL, WARN and NOTICE shall provide all necessary and easy to acquire parameters 
together with necessary brief descriptions. 

3. All other levels shall also provide all necessary parameters and description, plus any 
additional information that is useful, with different levels of details. 

4. Message contents dumping, non-critical function calls, large string logging etc. shall be 
logged at the TRACE level unless absolutely necessary to use other log levels. 

5 Guidelines on providing sufficient key information in event 
log 

Event logs are for helping people understanding the behaviors and handling processes within the 
system. Without sufficient key information, a piece of event log tells nothing but only something 
happened. What is really useful for helping understanding the nature of that “something” is the 
information about when, where, how does it happen. Therefore, from a user’s point of view, any 
key information that is not hard to acquire and is not system performance dragging to acquire is 
necessary to be logged. This is about the sufficiency of a single piece of event log that describe an 
individual event. In a relative larger scope, sufficient event logs land-marking the major 
milestones within a functional process is equally important, as they are the information that can 
help outline the overall picture of the actually execution path.  
 
First of all, to each individual piece of event log, the guidelines on what should be logged are as 
follows: 

1. Important IDs, indexes, unique keys or any other information that can uniquely identify a 
service instance the event log is trying to describe, such as call ID (either external or 
internal), call reference value, call control context index etc. for a call related log, are all 
important information to be logged. 

2. Event/message type, size, source, destination as well as important event/message 
parameters are also necessary details to be shown in event log.   

3. State-machine transition triggering events, current and future states are also valuable 
information in event logging. 
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4. Error conditions parameters, error codes and brief error description are important 
information to be logged 

 
For land-marking the major milestones of a functional process, the guidelines are: 

1. First of all, all land-marking event logs should follow the logging detail guidelines listed 
in section 4. 

2. All major entrance and exit points for event, message, major functional handling should 
be logged with necessary details. 

3. All state-machine transitions should be logged with necessary details 
4. All error conditions and handling path should be appropriately logged.  

6 Guidelines on maintaining briefness and simplicity in 
event log 

As a system supporting utility, event log shall always play the costar role in the system. 
Therefore, minimize its resource usage (CPU time, system bandwidth etc.) without losing its 
fundamentals is always a desired goal to achieve. This requires the event log users to keep all 
necessary briefness and simplicity when logging any events. The followings are some guidelines 
to achieve this goal. 
 

1. All event logs shall contain only necessary parameters and brief descriptions.  
2. Description of the event shall be as simple as possible, as string logging is very expensive. 
3. non-relevant information shall not be logged or shall be logged separately if necessary 
4. Logging format described in section 3 shall be followed as much as possible to generate 

easy to read logs. 

7 Guidelines on use of performance impacting event log 
Performance impact of event log on system major functionalities shall always be aware of. The 
followings are some of the major aspects that could possibly be performance impacting. 
 

1. Direct string log, meaning that using strings as the event log function call input variables. 
Depends on the string length, this could be very expensive. A guideline is do not use 
direct string log if not necessary, use pre-defined string and event registration instead. 

2. Unnecessary details at the chosen log level. The guideline to this is use different log 
severity levels wisely to provide different detailed log information at different levels. 

8 Hypothetical use case examples 
Following all above guidelines, an ideal example of the SIP call related logs shall be as follows: 
 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:035 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Rx INVITE 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:036 DEBUG SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Rx INVITE to:xxx From yyy via zzz 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:037 TRACE SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Rx INVITE message dump 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:035 TRACE SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx Rx INVITE sip:1100000005@10.131.1.3:5074 ………. 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:037 DEBUG SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, SIP-FSM ST[00]EVT[01] � ST[01] 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:035 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Tx 100 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:036 DEBUG SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, 100 to:xxx From yyy via zzz 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:037 TRACE SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, 100 message dump 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:036 TRACE SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, SIP/2.0 100 Trying ……… 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:040 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Route Query Request 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:040 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Route Query Reply (Success) 
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02.04.2008:16:23:15:037 DEBUG SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, SIP-FSM ST[01]EVT[02] � ST[02] 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:037 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Call request issued 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:035 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Tx INVITE 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:036 DEBUG SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Tx INVITE to:xxx From yyy via zzz 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:037 TRACE SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Tx INVITE message dump 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:035 TRACE SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx Tx INVITE sip:1100000005@10.131.1.3:5074 ………. 
…………….. 
 
 

If we only filter out the events at the INFO level, we have the following brief description of the 
call process. 
 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:035 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Rx INVITE 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:035 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Tx 100 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:040 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Route Query Request 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:040 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Route Query Reply (Success) 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:037 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Call request issued 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:035 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Tx INVITE 
…………….. 

 
If we have both INFO and DEBUG levels on, we will see more details of the call process 
including call state-machine transitions. 
 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:035 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Rx INVITE 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:036 DEBUG SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Rx INVITE to:xxx From yyy via zzz 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:037 DEBUG SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, SIP-FSM ST[00]EVT[01] � ST[01] 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:035 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Tx 100 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:036 DEBUG SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, 100 to:xxx From yyy via zzz 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:040 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Route Query Request 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:040 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Route Query Reply (Success) 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:037 DEBUG SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, SIP-FSM ST[01]EVT[02] � ST[02] 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:037 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Call request issued 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:035 INFO SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Tx INVITE 
02.04.2008:16:23:15:036 DEBUG SIP slot 2 cpu 2 CALL-CTRL call ID: xxxx, Tx INVITE to:xxx From yyy via zzz 
…………….. 
 

If we also turn on the TRACE log level, we will be able to see all detailed sip message dumps. 

9 Possible necessary event log utility enhancement 
For better support the event log guidelines described in this document, the event log utility can be 
enhanced to do the followings: 
 

1. Allow to use pre-defined string format to replace direct string log type of usages. This 
may already be an existing feature. We need to enforce the usage of it to save event log 
performance. An example of pre-defined string format and its usage is as follows: 
 
In definition 
#define EVENT_SIP_MESSAGE_RECEIVED “0x%08x Rx %s to %s from %s” 
 
In usage 
Event.log(…..,EVENT_SIP_MESSAGE_RECEIVED, <callId>, <msg type>, <to>, <from>, ……..); 

 
2. Enhance the event log function to allow combining different log levels of information 

together and input to a single event log function call, and the event log function separate 
the different log levels and log them separately at different levels automatically. This can 
not only save developer some coding effort, but also have better control over the logging 
formats. 


